. QC flow chart for the discovery GWAS meta-analysis prior to imputation. The upper boxes contain the initial number of cases/controls, array type, and number of genotyped SNPs prior to QC for each dataset. The middle boxes contain the number of cases/controls and SNPs removed due to QC criteria (in blue italics). The bottom boxes contain the final number of samples and SNPs used for imputation, as well as the number of SNPs in the raw imputation output. QC steps are described in detail in Methods.
. QC flow chart for the discovery GWAS meta-analysis after imputation. The upper row of boxes contain the number of SNPs in the raw imputation output and the number removed due to poor imputation (IMPUTE2 7-9 info scores <0.3). The next row of boxes contain the number of remaining SNPs, and the number of SNPs removed by QC following association testing in SNPTEST 10 . The third row of boxes contain the number of SNPs utilized in the meta-analysis (performed with METAL 11 ). The lower two rows contain the number of SNPs common to all three discovery sets following the meta-analysis, the number of SNPs removed by post-METAL 11 QC, and the final number of samples and SNPs in the meta-analysis. QC steps are described in detail in Methods.
Abbreviations: MAF: minor allele frequency; -Info: SNPTEST 10 beta estimate info score; HWE: Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium; NA: SNPTEST 10 unable to fit model to data; I 2 : test for heterogeneity 12 among datasets; Indels: insertions or deletions;  GC : genomic inflation factor lambda 13 calculated using gcontrol2 library in the qqman package 14 in R 15 .
Supplementary Figure 3. Q-Q plots for the GWAS meta-analysis with (a) all SNPs included and (b) SNPs in loci previously
associated with ALL removed (r 2 >0.2 with the lead SNP for each locus). Plots were made using the qqman package 14 
Supplementary Table 2. Minor allele frequencies of SNPs in the 9p21.3 locus in the discovery, replication, and multi-ethnic datasets. The number of individuals in each group is listed in parentheses.

Discovery
Replication 21, 25, 26 Multi-ethnic 21 Highlighted are SNPs with the smallest P values for each stage of the analysis (rs77728904 in blue for EA in the discovery, replication, and combined datasets; and rs662463 in green for AA in the multi-ethnic dataset). Supplementary Table 3 . Directly genotyped versus imputed SNPs in the 9p21.3 locus in the discovery datasets. Imputation quality is reported as the IMPUTE2 7-9 info score (higher scores indicate greater imputation certainty). Red highlight represents unconditioned rs3731217. * P values are calculated in SNPTEST using a frequentist additive missing data likelihood score test that conditions on the expected genotype of the SNP in the "Condition on" column. + P values are derived from Z tests calculated using the inverse variance weighting method to combine association evidence across the three discovery datasets. NA NA a SNPs in bold have r 2 >0.60 with rs77728904 and discovery association P<10 -5 . b SNPs listed in order from most to least significant P value (calculated in Matrix eQTL using a t-test). c Effect size is reported as standard deviations of a standard Normal distribution with respect to minor allele. d SNP has r 2 >0.60 with rs77728904 but has discovery association P discovery >10 -5 . NA, No eQTL information available for SNP in online GTEx portal 28 (http://www.gtexportal.org/home/).
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